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Platform Self-Regulation: The new Trend? 
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YouTube secures public discourse in Q2

2,1 Billion Comments DELETED

11,4 Million Videos DELETED

90.814 NetzDG DELETED

Facebook too: 22,5 Millionen worldwide + 3.912 NetzDG (sic!)



99,2 %
Automation Rate (YT)

94,5% (FB)



Case 1 - Facebook post „liberation from Merkel's regime“

„Tens of thousands of Germans must storm in Chancellery, occupy entire buildings, and Committee Rescue

Germany takes over government. (…) Parliamentary party system is past and finished, now people parliament

and Komitee rescue Germany decide for future Germany. Merkel and whole its cabinet and coworkers, all party

functionaries of CDU, CSU, FDP, SPD, Greens and the LEFT, all constitutional judges, ARD ZDF directors and

moderators, all lie press (newspapers) owners and reporters, fascist terrorist Antifa groups, all must be arrested

immediately because of high treason, and military court must decide on fate of these traitors. (...) destroy all 

Masonic Lodge with its members -Soros-Bil Gates-Antifa-Greta-EU-NATO, Destroys all Anti-Christian Party 

politicians, Islamists, Anti-Christian leaders (Cardinals, Bishops) in Vatican official church who are puppet 

Freemasons (...)“

Unlawful in the sense of the NetzDG? 

Public provocation to commit crimes according to criminal code?

Too hard for the robots to decide!



Case 2 - Facebook post: Goebbels and the Lufthansa AG

Facts: „You can see the face of C. S., Chairman of the Board of Management of Deutsche Lufthansa AG, which

was mounted into a picture by Joseph Goebbels. Joseph Goebbels, one of Adolf Hitler's closest confidants, was 

primarily known as Reich Minister of Propaganda. The picture shows Goebbels holding his so-called Sports 

Palace Speech on February 18, 1943, in which he called out to his audience, among other things, "Do you want

total war? The [...] user has modified this sentence into "Do you want the total monopoly," which is probably an 

allusion to past expansion plans and thus to the feared monopoly positions of Lufthansa.“

Unlawful in the sense of the NetzDG? 

Insult according to Criminal Code?

Too hard for the robots to decide!



BasicRULE of NetzDG

Remove any unlawful content without delay within seven days

or blocks access to it!

OR

Transfer the decision on the unlawfulness to an institution of

Regulated Self-Regulation and abide to its decision!



FSM kicks in (hard cases only)

 Body of regulated self-regulation provided in NetzDG

 Recognition by the Federal Office of Justice

 Requirements:

 Proper equipment of the examiners

 Guarantee of rapid testing within seven days

 Transparent rules of procedure
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Rules of
Procedure
- Audit Committees of three peorsons

- Qualification for judge office
- Incompatibility rules

- FSM Members can submit
- Procedure

- Application by mail
- Decision within seven days
- Facts + reasons published online

- Complaint options
- Only: Illegality in sense of NetzDG
- Based on current jurisdiction



FSM Considers human rights & Constitutional Court‘s jurisprudence

- Case 1: „when interpreting expressions of opinion that aim to influence the opinion-forming

process and are subject to freedom of opinion, the content of the declaration must also be determined

against the background of social and political events“ (FSM decision: no unlawful content)

- Case 2: „in public debate, criticism that is expressed in exaggerated and polemical form must 

also be accepted, because otherwise there is a danger of paralysis or a narrowing of the opinion-forming

process“ (FSM decision: no unlawful content)



FSM Platform Self-Regulation: New Trend?

- Active since January, 2 Members: YouTube and Facebook

- Audit committees with 50 Lawyers: 10 decisions (Online)

- 9 FB, 1 YT = YT smarter robots?

- What do you think? Regulated Self-Regulation: New trend?
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